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This curriculum is designed to help you flourish in applying and promoting single strand semi-
permanent eyelash extensions. The info in this manual includes up-to-date information and
materials as of the time of publishing, nevertheless, we have been discovering fresh techniques
and training all the time in this brand-new and thrilling field and I encourage you to keep growing
and discovering fresh information. This manual is not intended to replace a hands-on,
professional certification training course. This manual will provide you with all the details you
will need while you start your lash teaching journey and is designed to provide you with the most
extensive and complete curriculum on the market. This curriculum targets natural lash health
insurance and best practices, not on promoting a brand. For beautiful eyes, search for the nice in
others; Christa McDearmon and for poise, walk with the knowledge that you will be never alone.
Audrey Hepburn …If all else fails, obtain lashes. for beautiful lips, speak just words of kindness;
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it shows you what great lashes look like and what bad lashes look like ... It's an overall very basic
overview. I really appreciated reading this it was quick and easy!.. Informative Extremely
informative, great tips & If you're beginning a new profession as an eyelash expansion tech, that
is definitely the book to truly get you started. Extremely informative, detailed instructions with
color photos as stated. Great book! the author did an excellent job trying to cover the subject
from false lashes .!. Overall, the writer did a great work trying to cover the subject from false
lashes background to building a lashing business. Most likely if it looked better still if it had more
infographics and paid even more attention to not so evident fine aspects, which one can face
used, like choosing/switching glues, dipping and the like, though I’m uncertain if you can cover
all these niceties in one publication. or clientele, this the reserve. Awesome & Arrived earlier than
expected. suggestions. ideal your craft, & But if you like to learn excellent insight to assist you
grow & If your a Know-it-all, needless to say this books not for you. It can make a good guide for
a beginner, though it received’t substitute proper training and practice. Good information overall
The information and pictures in the book are very helpful. Clear and very detailed. I suggest a
fresh Lash Tech examine this book before serving your first client!Thanks?? Great read Awesome
book. I am new to eyelash extensions and after scanning this book I feel extremely confident to
start practicing in a maniquin and shortly a few of my friends, it shows you what great lashes
appear to be and what awful lashes look like the book is most in color except for 4 small photos
(I'm only bringing that up because a few of the reviews state that it isn't in color and I believe
they were created before the book was improved, also the black and white photos were really
difficult to see what the problem was) the book gives example customer lash tech paper function
to go off l, history of lashing, comprehensive allergy precaution, business building guidance, it
offers step by step in depth lashing teqnique even tips on what you should consider on items to
get. Only gave it 4 stars as the packaging didn't protect the book throughly so it was a little wet
when I received it. Five Stars Nice book and great for reference. Essential! Fast shipping.. Many
thanks. Learned a lot in fact it is simplified details. I would definitely recommend purchasing this
book. Great book!. This book is crucial have Great information fine photos written clear this book
is crucial have Good info Great information for very fundamentals into lash extensions Worth it?
Nice book but I don’t think that it’s worth$25 because it’s paperback
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